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REHEARSAL  SCHEDULE

      MARCH                          

MON  6

3 :45  TO  7 :30

TUES  7

3 :45  TO  7 :30

                                        

THURS  9

3 :45  TO  7 :30

3 : 15

FRI  10

3 :45  TO  7 :30

LOOKING  AHEAD

THU  16

BLOCKING /CHOREOGRAPHY /MUSIC  REHEARSAL  

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   ACTING /SINGING /DANCING  

EXCUSED  CONFLICTS :  NONE  

MUSIC /CHOREO /BLOCKING  REHEARSAL !  

CALLED :  ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   ACT  TWO  

EXCUSED  CONFLICTS :  NONE  

REVIEW  REHEARSAL  

CALLED :  ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   REVIEW  OFF  BOOK  

BUSINESS :   THEATRE  COUNCIL  MEETING  

EXCUSED  CONFLICTS :  NONE  

MUSIC /BLOCKING  REHEARSAL !  

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :     

EXCUSED  CONFLICTS :  NONE  

     

CAST  FEE  DUE .   MAKE  CHECK  PAYABLE  TO  LOYOLA  HIGH  



driving the point home

Walter D. Wolfe, Managing Artistic Director

                          Theatre Term of the Week:   

Peas and Carrots:  Being in the ensemble is the toughest job in any show.  The director depends 

on his cast in the more-peopled scenes to make it come alive with reactions that can move the 

story forward.  Without scripted lines, often ensemble members are asked to look as if they are 

talking to one another without making any noise.  The director might say "you guys over here will 

need to do some peas and carrots in response to..."  Veteran actors know he wants them to create 

the look of talking by muttering "peas and carrots" over and over again like a mantra under their

breath.  For some reason, these three words look more realistic than any other word combination. 

When doing "peas and carrots" you can stay focused, not detracting from the scene.  

DIRECTOR 'S  NOTE

When working on a show, I use a lot of analogies.  I’m always searching for that perfect simile that will 

inspire my actors to make that all-important connection between the abstract and the concrete.   

One day many years ago, I was lecturing in an acting class about the basic vocabulary of psychological 

characterization.  As a rule, I don’t lecture or use the whiteboard much in my classes, and when I do it is 

only to jot down the briefest of outlines before the students are up and trying out something new.  As I 

was engrossed in explaining the importance of a character’s motivation, objectives, tactics, obstacles, 

and relationships, I didn’t really notice that I had written only the first letter of these concepts on the 

board.  A particularly brilliant student alerted me to the fact the word “MOTOR” was spelled out on the 

board. He raised his hand and said, “Hey, Mr. Wolfe, do you use the letters M-O-T-O-R for these ideas 

because they drive a character’s actions?”   

Audaciously, I claimed full credit for the accidental acronym.  The best part of the blunder however, was 

that the boys responded to the automobile comparison like none of my other less inspired ideas. 

 Perhaps this connection comes from the fact that there are few relationships in a young man’s life as 

passionate as the one he shares with his vehicle.  Why hadn’t I figured out that making car comparisons 

was an obvious choice? 

Thus began the snowball of rhetoric culminating with the overriding motif of my book Acting 

Mechanics. So if anyone is wondering why I make so many car references when rehearsing, that’s why.   

My objective is to start young performers on the road to having the same kind of confidence onstage 

driving a character as they do driving a car.   

Behind the wheel, unless a driver makes confident, split second decisions, the consequences could be 

disastrous.  And yet with a few rules, a little automotive knowledge, some accurate directions, and a 

little practice, we find ourselves cruising all over town before we know it. 

                                                                                                                  Ad majorem Dei gloriam, 

Pretentious



"If you're so afraid of failure, you will never succeed. 
You have to take chances." 

Just a week after featuring a shout-out to her 

in the Alumni News,  Kim (Horwood) Simon, 

HTC '05 had to make the difficult decision to 

leave her Loyola High teaching post.  When

her husband got a new job in San Clemente, it 

looked like this school year would have to be 

her last.  So, she got started sending out some 

résumés thinking she'd interview this 

summer. The Healthcare Research division of 

 Philips ended up offering her a dream job in 

Del Mar with the contingency she start right 

away.  We will miss Kim but we can console 

ourselves knowing she might concede (now 

that it is less awkward) to perform for us at 

the Alumni Variety Show!  

It's that time for me to make my plea for 

getting your cast fee checks into our Stage 

Manager, Redmond Ang.   The deadline is 

officially Thursday, March 16. (Make checks 

payable to LHS.)  When I get the funds, I can 

then begin the planning of our tee-shirt order 

and our company dinners.  I would like to 

make it known, however, that if the $150 does 

present a significant hardship on a family -- 

either temporarily or permanently, that 

students should feel no shame or guilt for 

coming to me to address the issue.  Often, 

there are donations made from alumni and 

other benefactors that can be recommis- 

sioned to cover the cost for a needy student.   

Likewise, if there are any particularly blessed 

families that would like to augment their 

contribution, that would also be quite lovely 

and I will see to it that they get a letter for a 

tax deduction from our Finance office. 

alumni news this production

thinking ahead

past, present, future

For years, we have made our final dress rehearsal a preview night for our faculty, hosted by Assistant

Principal Paul Jordan and his assistant Pat Salvaty.   The faculty have dinner and then attend our 6:30

final dress so they can talk up the show to their classes the next day.   Contractually, because it hasn't

been a paid performance, we didn’t need to pay a royalty. However, the licensing agents for plays and

musicals have collectively decided to change this rule and are now requiring a royalty payment for any

performance, paid or not.  The fines for not complying can be hefty. What this change means is we now

have an excellent opportunity for outreach to our feeder schools, offering them a chance to bring a

small group to see the show for free.  If you are involved with a junior high school that sends boys to

LHS, and think they would enjoy an invitation, please contact me via email:  wwolfe@loyolahs.edu.    

Mario Andretti



help promote the 
production with a 
donation to the  

BY VALERIE SHORE

Hello HTC Family,  

Not only am I the proud parent of HTC member, 

Cade Shore, I am also honored to serve Loyola as the 

Chair of our annual Interchange Auction for the fifth 

year in a row!  

  

As you may or may not know, Interchange is 

Loyola's biggest event, raising money for financial 

aid.  The event boasts an awesome silent auction, 

including a beautiful catalog sent to all 750 guests. 

Over the years, parents of the HTC Spring Musical 

have taken up a collection to place an ad in the 

auction catalog - which is not only a fun shout-out 

to our kids, but also serves as great promotion for 

the upcoming performances.  I am hoping we can 

follow that tradition and take out a Once Upon A 

Mattress ad in this year's auction book.   

The ad will be designed using the official produc- 

tion artwork to the left.  But to get it in print, we 

need to raise some funds.  With about 32 cast 

members, if every family contributed around 

$10-$20 we could purchase a half page ad or larger! 

Please don't feel compelled to contribute if you 

can't - I totally understand.  But whatever you 

can afford would be great. 

If you feel you'd like to participate, please have your 

son or daughter give cash or check (made out 

to "Valerie Shore") to Cade at rehearsal.  I will report 

back what is collected and we will publish a copy of 

the completed ad here in HTC Weekly.  The 

deadline is March 6. 

Thank you in advance, and please let me know if 

you have questions.  I can be reached 

at valshorela@gmail.com or 310-346-6044. 

Interchange
 advertisement! 

reminder!  p
lease donate!



alumni 

high octane

During his years with HTC, Eddie Quintana ’03 had energy to spare.  His 

interests ran the gamut from performing in two shows --  Two Gentlemen of 

Verona with Dan Oster (see above) and A Flea in Her Ear with Holly Brown 

(see below) as well as working backstage for four others. Eddie’s varied 

interests served him well at USC where he graduated from the prestigious 

School of Cinematic Arts.   With such a dynamic set of skills, it is no wonder he 

races around town working with several professional entertainment 

companies at once.  Not only does he write for Disney Channel shows, (Shake 

It Up, I Didn’t Do It, and KC Undercover), he is also a performer and the 

associate artistic director of CSz L.A., the home of ComedySportz. Frequently, 

he works with improv troupes across the U.S. and Canada producing original 

comedy shows.  And to top it all off, Eddie is also a newlywed, having recently 

married fellow ComedySportz star, Sarah Parga. 

high powered

In her many HTC roles, Holly (Cervi) Brown ’04 had us both laughing and 

crying as she brilliantly shifted gears in a variety of roles -- such as her 

hilarious hotel manager in A Flea in Her Ear and her heartbreaking Nurse in 

Romeo & Juliet. While at Immaculate Heart, she joined its ComedySportz 

High School League team, performing improv with many fellow HTC 

members. After earning her degree in music history from UCLA, Holly married 

fellow improviser Seth Brown. Together, they often perform as an improv 

comedy team at the Westside Comedy Theater in Santa Monica, creating 

original works often centered on married life.  Holly also teaches improv with 

Young Actors Project, and currently works as the librarian at Westchester 

Lutheran School, where she also teaches improv/drama classes and assists 

with the youth choirs. 

high gear

Dan Oster ’00 will long be remembered for his wonderful portrayal of two 

characters whose mischief-driven behavior puts them on a crash course 

with destiny – the title character in The Tale of Don Juan and Proteus in 

Two Gentlemen of Verona.  Fittingly, he is now known in the LA improv 

and sketch comedy communities for being fueled with comic mischief. 

After a few years at the prestigious Boom Chicago in Amsterdam, he 

appeared on Mad TV. Since then, he works steadily as a character actor in 

all manner of TV shows and films.  In addition, he is an actor and writer 

for Lost Moon Radio who often appear on Rachel Dratch’s Late Night 

Snack. And if he wasn’t busy enough, he is “El Jefe” for the entertainment 

website Titled Sketch Project.  You can still see him live on stage 

frequently at the Westside Comedy Theater in Santa Monica performing 

improv with HTC alumna, Holly Brown!  Check out www.danoster.com!

This week we highlight three alums whose driving force is improvisational comedy.  All three 

continue to work as actors creating funny, original work often skewed with social commentary.   

And as they are all members of the LA improv community, they work together from time to time!

news 



If one does not fail at 
times, then one has not 

challenged himself.

FERDINAND PORSCHE



 The summer before I turned 16, I took Driver’s Education at the local public school.  I walked into the

strange classroom and found a couple of other kids from my parochial school waiting for the class to

start.  Two of them were the cute girls on whom I had major crushes.  Naturally, they looked right

through me.   I sat in that room for four weeks hoping for a chance to talk to them.  No such luck.   

But then, we all graduated to the Driver’s Training portion of the course behind the wheel. We were

assigned carloads of three with an instructor.   Lo and behold, who do you think the Good Lord put in

my group? Let’s just say I spent the next two weeks, two hours a day working my hardest to be super-

cool. But the truth was — I was scared to death.  I had no idea what I was doing, both behind the wheel

and sitting in the backseat.  After all, I hadn’t really been paying full attention in the weeks preceding. I

exasperated my instructor by running through red lights and then compensating by stopping at green

ones.  I made the gears grind.  I stepped on the brake pedal when I meant to step on the gas. I thought,

“How could this be so hard when every adult knows how to drive?”  "How do the cool guys get dates?"

Needless, to say, I did not win the hearts of my fellow trainees.  By the end of the two weeks, that

gorgeous duo could barely contain their disdain for me and my driving.  There was a lot of eye-rolling

going on.  And to top it off, I know the instructor gave me a driver's permit because he felt sorry for me. 

Likewise, some actors worry that performing badly will make them uncool or embarrassing.  The result

is a paralysis of doing only what makes them comfortable. Younger cast members often approach a

rehearsal thinking they should know what to do.  "How hard can acting be?" Without the courage to fail,

they simply repeat what they did the day before as if repetition alone will inspire new insights.  And

when nothing new does come out of a rehearsal, young actors begin to feel bad about themselves,

which only makes the problem worse.  It's a vicious cycle.  

Just as it is with driver’s training, students learn acting by making a million mistakes.  Ultimately, one’s

failures will lead to competency.  Having a simple goal on how they might improve at each day's

rehearsal is key to one's success, and they've got to keep their eyes on that road.  They can’t worry about

looking cool to the ones they want to impress. So, the most important objective of our early rehearsals

will be for everyone to get out of the mindset that they need to be “correct.”  As we go through scenes,

we will be on a mission to crash and burn.  Students should strive to fail brilliantly – making wrong turns

in order to find their way. 

Giving students permission to think in terms of experimentation as opposed to performing "correctly"

 allows them to explore new things.  And thus, students create more interesting work when they are

alleviated of the pressure they put on themselves to be cool.  Performing mode will come soon enough,

where they will need to execute the rehearsed plan.   But we will get on that highway when we get to it.

 

driver's training

getting tuned up



mechanics7

YES, AND...

of IMPROVISATION! 

yes, and...In improv, to get the gears turning for any scene, the improviser is 

to accept any offer his partner gives him and play along enthusiastically. 

This most basic rule of improv can be applied to every part of your life. 

 When an opportunity presents itself, accept it fully and put the pedal to the metal.  Living 

by the "Yes, and..." rule means that even difficult bumps in the road can be handled 

skillfully with the belief that everything is a gift.

STAY POSITIVEpositivityImprovisation scenes where the characters are negating each other often devolve into 

mere arguments. "No, but..." statements are like car crashes.  They charge the scene with 

negative energy.   Likewise in life, any kind of negativity in one's relationship will 

ultimately result in problems down the road.  Even if you think your comment is funny 

at the time, that negative energy will ultimately make a U-turn and cause an accident.  

KEEP SPECIFICS GOING
Improvisation depends on lots of air pressure to keep the scene inflated and rolling 

down the road.   Details pump up the scene and create possibilities for your partners to 

take the wheel.  Taking one idea from the line offered to you and making it more 

specific is the key to forward moving improv.  In life, keeping a relationship happy and 

healthy means bringing something new and exciting to conversations and activities.   

healthy
ASSUME A HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP
Improv scenes built on the assumption that the two characters share a history are easier to 

sustain because a new relationship is fraught with too many unknowns.  There are rules of 

the road that make relationships interesting in improvisational scenes.  Likewise in life, if 

you're committed to another person, always assume first that your relationship is healthy 

and that running one red light does not mean the person meant any harm.  Absorb any 

shock with the knowledge that your partner always wants what will create a safe trip for all.  

DITCH THE IMPERATIVE
Improvisational scenes in which one character dominates and orders the other one around 

to suit his objective puts the respondent in an awkward position.  Command statements 

are difficult to respond to affirmatively.  Our natural response is to shift into defensive 

mode.  In life, if we bully someone around, there will be resentment which builds up. 

 Working together to make the best scene will put your relationship into high gear.   

JOIN IN THE ACTIVITY
In improv, the responder needs to get active immediately in order to fully invest in 

the scene.  Likewise, in life, you have got to throw yourself into every trip down the 

road.  Getting involved will open up all kinds of opportunities, while being broken 

down on the shoulder means you're just watching experiences pass you by.  

MAKE YOUR PARTNER SHINEshinyWhen you work to make your partner look like the one who should be given all the 

praise, you are working in an unselfish manner which is bound to make the scene look 

more real and convincing.  In reall life, if you are in a relationship where you are working 

hard to see that your partner is happy and fulfilled, your relationship is bound to be 

cruisin' for many years to come.   

with the 
ways to tune up your  life



bumps 
in the 
road

One of my favorite memories of the last few years has to be the disastrous dress 

rehearsal run-through of a key number in 2013’s Guys and Dolls.  My remembrance 

of that night still makes me laugh out loud.  More importantly, the story proves the 

determination indicative of HTC members to put on the best show they can. 

For those of you unfamiliar with the story, Adelaide works as the headliner at the 

Hot Box Club, a classy 1950s New York strip joint.  Her second act number is called 

“Take Back Your Mink,” where the entire women’s ensemble sings about breaking 

up with their Sugar Daddies by taking off all of the fancy clothes and jewelry given 

to them and throwing them back in their boyfriends' faces. 

As you can imagine, the “break away” costumes for this number were complicated 

and took our designer Sara a lot of time to engineer.   She had hoped to have them 

all done, but was running behind because a couple of previous methods had 

proven too difficult to manage. I had asked Sara if there was at least some kind of 
facsimile dress the girls could wear in order to practice the number properly. After 
finding a couple of different stretchy, sequined gowns in costume storage, she 

handed them out to the girls, showed them how to unzip them, and ran back to 

her workroom to finish the real dresses for our final dress the next night. 

At the moment the girls entered the stage for the number, they looked beautiful. 
The gowns were sparkly and fit each girl remarkably well.  I remember wishing
those dresses had been all the right color because they worked beautifully for the 

first half of the number.  When it came time for the girls to strip in unison, the 

choreography had the nine girls lined up horizontally upstage of Adelaide. All ten 

girls undid the side zip of the gown, in time to the music.  The dresses ideally 

should have slid off their frames leaving a puddle of sequins below each girl now 

comically clad in a french-style corset and fish-net hose.  Instead, they didn’t move 

at all. When the girls began to tug on them, they realized the elasticity made it 
very difficult as it was sticking to the corset fabric underneath.   Some were more 

successful than others, but most had managed to get the dress down around their 
shins when it was time to run upstage for another bit of choreography.    
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A backstage story

Some stayed behind to get the dress off fully, but the others who did not ended up tripping and prat-falling all over the stage.  Every 

one of them had a strained look on their face, fearing that they would be yelled at for doing something wrong.  Imagine nine frantic 

girls falling in various and sundry ways all over the stage, while never missing a note of the song!  As they continued to pull and tug, 

some resorted to lying on their backs, while others flailed on their sides getting all the more caught in the unforgiving fabric.  When 

some thought they had successfully disrobed, they only tripped again as the dresses got caught on their character shoe heels.   

The young woman playing Adelaide (Adeline Wolfe)  couldn’t see what was going on behind her. She too had trouble getting her dress 

down, and her face was showing the strain.  She feared she was the only one in trouble until she turned around and saw a veritable 

melee of tugging and stretching behind her in what looked like a battlefield of injured, sequined women.   As she turned back around, 

the look of absolute horror she gave the directing team in the seats made us all burst into gales of laughter.  And once the girls heard us 

laughing, the collective release of manic tension made them all bust up as well.  We couldn’t get the show restarted for half an hour.   

Two days later on opening night, the dresses were finished and with a couple of quick rehearsals before we opened the house, the girls 

felt comfortable going on and successfully performing the number.  But during the number later that night, I could see a twinkle in 

their eyes as they all stifled back a giggle or two, recalling how two days prior they had performed perhaps the most disastrous 

dance routine of all time.   
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